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ABSTRACT
There is currently a boom in the design and construction of very tall buildings in Seattle and
Bellevue. The seismic responses of these buildings are controlled by the response of the Seattle
basin to crustal, slab and subduction earthquakes. The design response spectrum in the ASCE 710 seismic provisions uses the parameter T to define the design spectrum at long periods. In this
work, we investigate the development of an improved representation of the long period spectrum
for use in building codes. We perform a validation of simulation-based methods for estimating
basin amplification effects using data and simulations of the largest events of the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake sequence. We implement two approaches to develop basin amplification models. The
first approach is to measure basin amplification factors in recorded strong ground motions at
basin sites with respect to published ground motion prediction equations for subduction events
without considering basin effect terms in these models. The second approach is to measure basin
amplification factors in simulated strong ground motions at basin sites using a 3D model with
respect to simulations for a reference 1D non-basin model. The amplifications that we obtain
from observations and 3D simulations in the Kanto and Niigata basins follow the trend of the
lower bound amplification for station QAW located in the Seattle basin as estimated by [1]. The
fairly good agreement between our measured and simulation-based amplifications in the Kanto
and Niigata basins demonstrates the viability of the results of [1] and the use of simulation
methods to estimate amplification in the Seattle Basin from large subduction earthquakes in the
absence of recorded data.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, we investigate the development of an improved representation of the long period
spectrum for use in building codes. We perform a validation of simulation-based methods for
estimating basin amplification effects using data and simulations of the largest events of the 2011
Tohoku earthquake sequence. We implement two approaches to develop basin amplification
models. The first approach is to measure basin amplification factors in recorded strong ground
motions at basin sites with respect to published ground motion prediction equations for subduction
events without considering basin effect terms in these models. The second approach is to measure
basin amplification factors in simulated strong ground motions at basin sites using a 3D model
with respect to simulations for a reference 1D non-basin model. The amplifications that we obtain
from observations and 3D simulations in the Kanto and Niigata basins follow the trend of the
lower bound amplification for station QAW located in the Seattle basin as estimated by [1]. The
fairly good agreement between our measured and simulation-based amplifications in the Kanto
and Niigata basins demonstrates the viability of the results of [1] and the use of simulation
methods to estimate amplification in the Seattle Basin from large subduction earthquakes in the
absence of recorded data.

Introduction
Seismic waves are trapped and amplified in deep sedimentary basins and can increase the
damage induced by neighboring earthquakes. The presence of basins in earthquake prone areas
such as the Seattle region requires an understanding of basin amplification effects on structures.
The response of tall buildings, which have fundamental natural periods as long as 7 seconds, is
controlled by the response of the Seattle Basin to crustal, slab and subduction earthquakes. For
this reason, extensive empirical and modeling studies of the response at the Seattle basin have
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been conducted. [2] and [3,4] measured basin response during several crustal and slab
earthquakes including the 2001 Mw 6.8 Nisqually earthquake, and simulated the basin response
for several of these earthquakes, including the Nisqually earthquake and scenario crustal
earthquakes on the Seattle fault. Recently, Frankel (personal communications) simulated the
Seattle basin response to large interface Cascadia subduction earthquakes. However, in the
absence of subduction earthquake recordings, it is not possible to validate those simulations.
We perform a validation of simulation-based basin amplification effects in Seattle using
data and simulations for the largest events of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake sequence. We use two
approaches to develop our basin amplification models. In the first approach, we use recorded
strong ground motions at basin sites and calculate their residuals with respect to published
Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) for subduction events without considering the
basin effect terms of these models. In the second approach we measure basin amplification
factors in simulated strong ground motions at basin sites using a 3D model with respect to
simulations for a reference 1D no-basin model. The final goal is to study the possibility of
applying the findings of this research to the Seattle basin, considering its similarity with basins in
Japan, and provide guidance on the magnitude of amplification.
Selected Events and Seismic Stations
Three events are considered for this study including the Tohoku M9.0 mainshock and the
two largest aftershocks. Table 1 provides a summary of the parameters of the selected events.
Table 1. List of events used in this study.
ID Japan local time Longitude Latitude Depth (km) M
1
20110311 05:46
142.86
38.10
24
9.0
2 20110311, 06:09
142.78
39.84
32
7.4
3 20110311, 06:15
141.26
36.11
43
7.7

Strike° Dip° Rake°
200
27
88
179
23
60
209
31
92

Recorded data from more than 1600 stations were collected and those in the vicinity of
the Kanto and Niigata basins were processed. The data were downloaded from the National
Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NEID) Strong-motion
Seismograph Network (K-NET and KiK-net). Fig. 1 shows the location of seismic stations and
events used in this study.
Basin Structures
The focus of this study is on the Kanto and Niigata basins as shown in Fig. 2. We
investigated the application of our analysis in other Japanese basins as well, but we excluded the
Ashigara, Osaka, and Sendai Basins due to their small size and for the Ashigara and Osaka
basins, their remoteness from the plate boundary. Basin boundaries are identified using the 1.0
(z ), 1.5(z ), and 2.5(z ) km/s shear-wave velocity iso-surfaces. We used the [5] velocity model
to define the iso-surfaces of the different basins. Various iso-depth lines for the Seattle basin are
shown in the map of Fig. 2 (right panel). We used the isosurface of about 2.2 km to define the
boundary of this basin.
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Figure 1. Geographical locations of K-NET and KiK-net seismic stations and of the events listed
in Table 1. The volcanic front is shown as a dashed red line.

Figure 2. The boundaries of Kanto (left) and Niigata (middle) basins as determined from z , z ,
and z iso-surfaces. Stations inside the basins are shown with triangles and those on
the boundary are shown with circles. Recordings from the stations denoted with the
red triangles are excluded from the analysis because of evidence for soil liquefaction at
these recording sites [6]. Iso-depth map for Seattle basin (right). The Seattle basin is
extended to a depth of about 2200 m (depth is shown in the vertical scale).
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Using the basins boundaries, we divided k-NET and KiK-net stations into two groups:
inside and outside each basin (Fig. 2 left and middle). As shown by [6] there are 22 strong

motion sites for which there is evidence of soil liquefaction. These sites are mostly located at the
southern end of the fault rupture plane in the Tokyo Bay and Kanto Plain regions (Fig. 2, red
triangles). We excluded the recordings of these strong motion sites from further analysis.
Amplification in Japanese Basins
Two methods are used to estimate the amplification in the basins. The first investigates
the deviation of observed ground motions from GMPEs for subduction earthquakes without
considering potential basin terms in the models. This can be used to reveal the extent to which
current GMPEs are applicable to basin sites, and to estimate corrections of GMPEs for basin
effects [7]. The second method uses a completely theoretical technique using 3D simulations
where time series synthesized in a realistic 3D model of Japan are compared with those from a
flat layered model that does not include basin effects.
Amplification Factors from Observations
In order to provide a reference for the measurement of basin amplification for the 2011
Tohoku mainshock and its largest aftershocks at basin sites, we used GMPEs that do not include
basin amplification terms. We evaluated residuals between the data and two GMPEs for
subduction earthquakes [8] and [9] to calculate empirical basin amplification factors. Residuals
are calculated as:
R = ln(IM )data - ln(IM )
ij

ij

(1)

ij

Index i refers to the earthquake event and index j refers to the recording within event i. The term
ln(IM )data represents the RotD50 parameter [10] computed from recording j. Term ln(IM )
represents the median calculated using the particular GMPE in natural log units. The analysis of
residuals with respect to different predictor variables requires that event-to-event variations be
separated from variations of residuals within events. This is accomplished by performing a
mixed effects regression of residuals [11]. The basic scope of this analysis is to quantify the
basin amplification effects with respect to the specific ground motion models. Due to the limited
number of earthquakes in the dataset, a statistical analysis of the magnitude scaling was not
possible. The basin amplification is strongly correlated with V so we did not perform any
adjustment to the site effect coefficients of the selected GMPEs either. We performed
adjustments for the distance scaling for the two data categories (basin and non-basin). We used
the results for the non-basin data to check the method and to identify any trends in the basin data
that could have been masked by the basin effect.
ij

ij

S30

Estimation of Basin effects
As found in [7] we observed stronger trends of residuals (ε ) against depth differential δz
(Eq. 3) than basin depth itself (z ), so δz was adopted in the analysis.
ij
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where μ (V ) is the prediction of an empirical model relating z to V . In the present study, we
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used Eq. 4 (proposed by [12]) to compute this quantity:
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where μ and V have units of km and m/s, respectively. Basin amplification is defined as the
exponent of the residual ε , after all adjustments described in the previous paragraph. In general,
at longer periods, T ≥ 1s, we find negative residuals for negative δz , a positive gradient for δz <
0.5 km, and relatively flat trends thereafter consistent with the findings in [7]. We applied a fit to
the residuals with a functional form appropriate to describe these observations:
z1.0
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(5)

where a represents the slope of the ε - δz relation and b the limiting value of ε for δz > 0.5 km
in the equation.
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Spatial distribution of basin amplification
In Fig 3. the spatial distribution of the basin amplification for the [8] GMPE is shown for
a set of spectral periods. The boundaries of the two basins studied, are shown with the dashed
lines. The earthquake epicenters are shown with the colored stars. Basin amplification is more
prominent for the Kanto basin given its size and depth, compared to the Niigata basin. The
amplifications are larger at longer spectral periods, for both basins studied. Larger amplifications
are observed in the deeper parts of the basins. Some small, localized, exceptions for the Kanto
basin are observed which could be attributed to strong local site effects, since we have not
performed a site effect adjustment per se in the residuals. The maximum amplifications observed
are of the order of 1.6-1.8, which is in agreement with what other researchers have found using
empirical data ([13], [14]) and simulations ([1], [15], [16]).
Amplification Factors from Long Period 3D Simulations
We followed the method used by [16] who developed basin amplification factors using
large suites of long period ground motion simulations for various sets of earthquake sources. The
computed amplification factors depend on the depth of the basin, as expressed by z , and they are
a function of period. We used kinematic rupture models to simulate the source rupture models of
the events of Table 1 and simulated the ground motions using representative 3D velocity models.
To model the amplification, simulations from realistic 3D velocity models are compared against
those from a 3D velocity model that does not contain basin structures. The latter 3D velocity
models are derived from 1D velocity models, representing rock (non-basin) sites.
1.0

Velocity Model
A 3D velocity model was interpolated from the [5] model to the required spatial
resolution and was used to synthesize time series which include basin effects. The [5] Japan
Integrated Velocity Structure Model (JIVSM) includes the 3D structure of the entire crust and
upper mantle (including the Moho and plate interfaces) with a horizontal resolution of about 1

km, and consists of 23 iso-velocity layers with V in the range of 0.35 – 4.6 km/s. Interpolated
velocity models intended for 3D simulations cover different areas for different events to make
the most efficient use of time and available resources (see Fig 4).
S

Figure 3. Basin amplification maps for the Kanto and Niigata basins for the [8] GMPE.
Kinematic Rupture Models
The kinematic rupture model used for Tohoku mainshock is from [17]. This rupture
model was also used by [18] in a study of the ground motions of the Tohoku mainshock. This
source model is characterized by very large, very long period (>20 s) displacement on the
shallow part of the plate interface, which generated the tsunami. Relatively smaller, shorter
period (<20 s) displacement on the deeper part of the fault generated the strong ground motions.
For the aftershocks, a kinematic rupture model is generated using the technique developed and
described in [19] where the stochastic slip history on the fault is modeled using three key
parameters including rise time, rake, and slip at each grid point on the fault plane. The generated
slip for each grid point on the fault is propagated through the 3D velocity model using a FourthOrder Finite-Difference scheme.
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Figure 4. Events and velocity models initially developed for the 3D simulations. Earthquake
event numbers refer to the event ID in Table 1. Orange circles show recording sites
within and on the boundaries of the basins.
Amplification from 3D Simulations
Amplification is calculated as the spectral ratio of response spectra of the simulations
from the realistic 3D model and the pseudo-3D model. Fig. 5 presents amplification maps for the
Tohoku M9.0 mainshock for three spectral periods. In general, the amplifications we obtained
from the 3D simulations are systematically higher than those we obtained from the empirical
models. Fig. 6 compares the amplification factors obtained from the two methods (empirical and
simulations).
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Figure 5. Maps of basin amplification factors in Japan from the Tohoku M9.0 earthquake 3D
simulations at different periods.

3D Simulations
Observations/GMPE

Figure 6. Amplification models obtained from 3D simulations (solid lines) and from the
empirical analysis for the [8] GMPE (dashed lines).
Conclusions
The amplifications that we obtained from the empirical models and the 3D simulations in
the Kanto and Niigata basins follow the trend of the lower bound amplification for station QAW
located in the Seattle basin as estimated by [1] (see Fig 7). The measured amplifications in the
Kanto and Niigata basins for periods up to 5 seconds are similar to the lower bound amplification
for station QAW located in the Seattle basin as estimated by [1], but are smaller at longer
periods.

Figure 7. Average amplification factor from 3D Tohoku simulations and maximum value from
the empirical analysis of Tohoku data using the [8] GMPE. The amplification range
for QAW station in the Seattle basin (grey lines) is reproduced from [1].

The fairly good agreement between the empirical and simulation-based amplifications in the
Kanto and Niigata basins demonstrates the viability of the use by [1] of simulation methods to
estimate amplification in the Seattle Basin from large subduction earthquakes in the absence of
recorded data.
The adoption of amplification models from this study for application to the Seattle basin
should be done with care considering the variation of amplification with respect to the direction
from which seismic wave front approaches the Seattle basin [20]. In addition, [21] observed
nonlinear behavior of soft-soil sites in the Seattle basin which should also be considered but was
not included in the simulation shown here.
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